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NEW Wall Wrap System:
The project
Community Clean joined forces with Watford Borough Council to fully
refurbish the central Town Hall Subway. The council was looking for an
innovative system to transform the dark and dreary subway, making it safer
and more appealing for the public.
As a solution we put forward our proposal for the NEW wall wrap system,
enabling the council to promote its vision for Watford ‘a successful town in
which people are proud to live, work, study and visit’ - through a series of
framed images of local heroes and popular places in the town.
We were thrilled to be appointed as the principal contractor for this project,
to also include the refurbishment of the soffits, wing walls , acoustic panels,
kick boards and hand rails.

The benefits
A full colour wall wrap system that can be used to “decorate” any wall, with
any high quality image.
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The film can be printed with any photo quality design required
It is then over laminated with an anti-graffiti film
The system is class 0 fire rated and is designed to be non-flammable
This system will last at least 5 years (potentially a lot longer in a  
subway environment)
It can be applied to any wall - it takes up the contours of the surface,
effectively shrink wrapping the surface
If the finish is vandalised in any way, individual panels can be              
removed and replaced very quickly - saving time and money
Effective edge finishing to minimise vandalism
Extremely cost effective due to the speed of application
Full maintenance packages can be provided after installation

The outcome
All parties are extremely happy with the finished project and as you can see
the subway has been totally transformed.
The feedback from members of the public, staff and residents has all been
very positive and the chosen images/design has generated a huge amount
of interest. The Town Hall subway is now a light, bright, attractive area within
the community.
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The Town Hall subway proved to be
“quite
an awkward space, with differing

heights and angles throughout especially in relation to the design
we wanted. The team at Community
Clean were fantastic throughout the
process, working hard with us to get
the final look just right and delivered on
schedule. We are really pleased with the
result and feedback so far has been very
positive.

”

Huw Hamer
Projects Officer - Watford Borough Council

